Zip Micro
Award winning drinking water system
for smaller spaces

Zip Micro - our smallest ever drinking water system fits under almost any bench, but
still delivers perfectly boiling and chilled water at your fingertips.
Designed with space in mind
Our smallest under-bench system footprint is 37%* narrower.

37%*
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narrower

to fit under almost
any bench

PEOPLE

Optimised for up to 10 people
Zip Micro will keep up to 10 people hydrated with perfectly boiling and
boiling + chilled filtered water options.

Easy to use
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Zip Micro is only available in the newly designed tap, with an integrated
safety lock and uses an intuitive twist activation with auto and manual fill
options. The underbench system comes with pre-configured settings and
modes.

Micro-filtration for pure tasting water

*37% narrower than HydroTap BC 100/75 underbench
command centre

Zip Micro uses the latest filtration technology for pure-tasting water
Zip filters are certified to reduce bacteria, sediment, odours to NSF 42
(aesthetic effects) and NSF 53 (health effects).

GDA 2020 Gold Accolade winner
in the Product Design Domestic Appliances category in
recognition for outstanding design and innovation.
www.zipwater.com/micro

Make a little space for the Zip Micro today.

Zip Micro
Zip Micro is the perfect choice for
up to 10 people.

Bright Chrome

Matte Black

*Zip Micro is displayed with an optional font kit sold separately (includes 100mm extension and matching stand alone font). Use order code 95162 for Bright Chrome font kit, 95163 for Matte Black font.kit.

Code

Water options

M1005AU

Description

No. of
People

Underbench
H x W x D mm

Micro BC10 Bright Chrome Tap
340 x 180 x 502

M1006AU

Micro BC10 Matte Black Tap
10

M1001AU

Micro B10 Bright Chrome Tap
340 x 180 x 270

M1002AU
Boiling

Micro B10 Matte Black Tap
Chilled

Visit www.zipwater.com/micro or
call 1800 ZIP TAP

